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Abstract

The dalang puppet-master of the Malang wayang topeng theater has two important roles in 
the socio-culture of the community; one is as a dukun healer or person who is considered to 
have spiritual strength and the other is as a play director for a performance. The role of the 
dalang in a ruwatan purification ritual is a symbol representative of a spiritual strength that is 
an aspect of manunggaling kawula gusti, meaning the union between the human being as a 
servant and God the Great Unity in the activity of carrying out a self-purification from dangers 
of sukerta that exist in human beings and a community. The symbolic form of the dalang can 
be in four types among them: (a) the dalang as a teller of elucidation; (b) the dalang as a teller 
of dakwah religious proselytizing; (c) the dalang as a preserver of culture; and (d) the dalang 
as an enabler of life.
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A. PRELIMINARY

Wayang mask is a drama-shaped show performed by masked dancers, the performers who 
perform not only hide the face, but there is a more essential and symbolic purpose (Hidajat, 
2008: 10), not only on the show element but also the symbol part of the pattern life of Malang 
people. It can be realized that the existence of wayang topeng is related to the aspect of belief, 
namely the worship of ancestral spirits that can survive as performing arts that have values   
associated with the formation of structures namely (1). Society, (2). Environment, (3). social 
system of society, (4). religious system (Hidajat, 2011: 10).

Malang puppet show is managed by a dalang who has an important role in the show. Dalang 
is a central force in wayang performance as well as a player in wayang. The puppeteer in the 
puppet universe is defined as someone who has special skills in playing puppets or ‘ndhalang’. 
This skill is often gained from the hereditary talents of his ancestors. In other words, the dalang 
is an artist or artist who has advantages. The skills and abilities of puppeteers are not only in 
performances, puppeteers as well as people who have spiritual power and have a place of 
honor in community life.

The community’s belief in the role of puppeteer as a person who has spiritual power is highly 
respected and also a role model in society. One thing that is believed in the community, especially 
in the mountain region Tengger Malang precisely Ngadas district district Poncokusumo Malang 
regency will dalang is a ruwatan ritual. Ruwatan ritual is a ritual ceremony performed for the 
sukerta and is believed to be closely related to the myth of Bathara Kala, the redemption 
ceremony for the child to be released from his bad fate. This ceremony is called Ruwatan 
Murwakala “, meaning redemption by controlling or rejecting the influence of Sang Kala 
(Murgiyanto and Munardi, 1980: 26).

The ruwatan murwakala ceremony is usually held by people with wayang kulit performances 
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that melakonkan Bathara journey in the search for prey until finally defeated by Bathara Wisnu 
disguised as a dalang. This is where the dalang is trusted by the community as the god’s 
incarnation. In the tengger region ruwatan ceremony performed with a puppet show mask. 
Trust For tengger mask tengger community is a means to bless the prosperity and prosperity. 
Behind the understanding of the beliefs and beliefs of tengger society, dalangs have a strong 
meaning for survival.

An interesting thing if a traditional arts become the main means in ritual ceremonies and is 
believed by the people to this day. The discussion that will be presented by the writer is a 
discourse and data information related to the role of the mastermind in his existence in the 
community especially at the ceremony ruwatan wayang mask.

B. DISCUSSION

1. Puppet puppet mask

The puppeteer is a person who has a social status parallel to the village head or teacher, 
meaning that his relationship to the social status of the dalang is between the wong cilik and 
the prijaji class. Aligned with the village head because the puppeteer figure is positioned as a 
community leader. The mastermind is also aligned with the teacher, this is related to the word 
“dhalang” which is defined by the community as “ngudhal piwulang”. Literally means conveying 
many things about teachings (the doctrine of life) (Sumaryono: 161). Ngudhal piwulang 
performed by a dalang when performing his duties as a puppeteer in a puppet show on stage. 
Through the wayang a dalang conveyed about the symbols of life, such as the values   of truth 
that always faced with the nature of impermanence. In essence that a puppeteer when playing 
a puppet on stage, likened to a dalang who served as a teacher who taught his students, and 
his pupils were the audience itself.

The dalang’s work is based on centuries-old traditions derived orally, through mastered 
knowledge and skills such as storytelling, seclusion, gending to gaining knowledge. This 
knowledge of prayers, special mantras, and certain procedures in behavior that give strength 
to the dhalang in the face of important events in the life of the community, such as the dry 
season because of pests that threaten the harvest, unfortunate fortune of a person, and to his 
own success as a dalang. The blessed unseen knowledge and worldly knowledge combined 
and formed the so-called pedhalangan that is the science or art of the mastermind (Clara Van 
Groenendael, 1987: 6-7).

Hazeu Puppet is part of what he calls the ‘ancestor spirits’. In this connection shows that the 
similarity between the spirit or shaman found in wayang in Indonesia with the puppeteer, as 
pointed to the Oetaya illustration of the acts of ceremony previously used by the puppeteer 
before and during the performance. The mastermind as the ceremonial leader gave advice 
on the wayang performance required at that time. The term “mastermind” is derived from the 
puppet show performer, the puppeteer who is a pastor in the ancestor worship (Clara 1987: 
10-11) .In traditional Javanese society every person’s position and occupation is determined 
by the rules and values, values   that are rooted in and can be explained from the past and are 
seen as having an important position.When neglectful in their duties and obligations, the public 
believes that they will impact and undermine the livelihood of society and nature.Therefore, 
it is important that the behavior of the community can be guided and directed as should have 
avoided the disaster The people believed that the dalang’s role in society was important so that 
all disasters and calamities were avoided.
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In the context of wayang mask Malang dalang has two important roles as a director in the 
show on stage and as a person who has spiritual power. People in Malang still believe the 
puppeteer as a person who has spiritual kaweruh (knowledge), in addition as an artist. Dalang 
as a ritual leader has the task of reciting prayers (mantra) suguh, contents petition of salvation, 
abundance of blessing, and repulsive (repel distress). This task is the same as that done by the 
mandakat during ancient Javanese times, reciting mantras and completing sacrifices; breaking 
chicken eggs into watu kupumpang and dripping chicken blood slaughtered. In addition, it also 
convey the history of the land of the fief, by way of storytelling (story) and close with sapatah 
(curse). Sapatah form similar to the moral message that must be obeyed by all citizens, will 
befall a disaster for those who violate (Hidajat, 2015: 3).

2. Ruwatan Wayang Topeng Ritual

The tradition of ritual ceremony / ritual is still used by Javanese, as a means of human liberation 
and purification of sins and mistakes that affect misfortune in their lives. In the wayang story with 
the play of Murwakala in the ruwatan tradition in Java was originally thought to have developed 
in the story of Ancient Javanese, whose main content contained the problem of purification, ie 
the liberation of the stained god, to be holy again, or meruwat means overcoming or avoiding 
some inner distress by held a show or ritual with wayang media that took the theme or the story 
of Murwakala.

The belief in the Javanese community that a child may be born as a sukerta child is a child that 
must be released or freed from the disastrous elements that he brings with his presence in the 
world. Anak sukerta is a child who is destined to be a meal of the Death Death Bathara kala. 
The ceremony of redemption for the child is released from bad luck with ruwatan murwakala 
ceremony which means redemption by controlling or rejecting the Kala (Murgiyanto and 
Munardi, 1980: 26-27).

The Wayang Topeng show for the people of Tengger is believed to be a mythology about Hindu 
gods who not only as a medium of worship, but are considered to participate in real life. They 
taboo to spread the stories of the gods by means of using cowhide or buffalo. Therefore, the 
Tengger community holds more performances that tell their ancestors not to offend the gods. 
For that reason, they replaced the Wayang Kulit show with Wayang Topeng which placed the 
position and function of Brahma, Vishnu and Guru in a good position, so that the mask show 
with Bathara Kala did not cause any harm to those who carry it out.

Ki Soleh is one of the masterminds of Padepokan Seni Mangun Darmo Tumpang. Dalang 
Pangruwatan continuously began to learn to be a puppeteer from childhood to become a 
puppeteer representative to the time of being a puppet master puppet mastermind Penghwatan. 
Communities commonly refer to Ki Soleh as the mastermind of Pengrwata. The mastermind is 
the puppeteer chosen and chosen because it must have blood descendants from the previous 
mastermind mastermind, so that not just anyone can become the mastermind of pengrwatan.

About the Ruwatan Murwakala play which must be played in order to liberate the “sukerta” son 
from Baethan Kala’s power, by the mastermind of his origin is narrated as follows:

The sun’s twilight saints radiate violet in the sky, west. The beautiful scenery moved Bathara 
Guru to invite his wife Bathari Uma to enjoy the beauty of the twilight. This excursion was done 
by flying the Andini Ox floating in the sky.

As their journey reached the vast and ferocious ocean of the waves, the twinkling light of the 
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waves bounced off Bathari Uma’s face which to Bathara Guru was so fascinating that her 
heart’s arousal embraced her. The turmoil of romance was no longer bearable, and the Bathara 
Guru’s semen fell in the free ocean. There was a thunderous sound that shook the ocean, and 
the misguided kama or semen was transformed into a huge giant called Bathara Kala.

Every day Bathara Kala eats hard soil that causes stomachache. He did not understand what 
to eat. preferably, because it is very greedy. One day there was a tappers enau that fell on the 
land that was devoured devastated Bathara Kala. After tasting, now he felt that human flesh 
was suitable for the tongue and did not cause pain in his stomach.

Come to see Bathara Guru, her father. He told of his experience of eating the man, and asked 
his father’s favor as the Ruler of the World to allow him to eat humans. Master Bathara felt 
so sorry for her son that finally allowed the request of the Kala. But not every man can eat, 
only certain people who may eat, and even then first person must be injured with weapons 
“Limpung Paesan”, a kind of short sharp spear at both ends.

The urang-people who are destined to be a meal of Bathara Kala are those who are called 
sukerta people. Included in the class of sukerta people are:

Children Fortune-earring, the only son of a man1. 
Child Untangled, the only child of a girl2. 
Uger-uger Lawang, which are two children who are all born male.3. 
Kembang Pair, which is two children born all women.4. 
Gedana-gcdini, ie brothers and sisters.5. 
Pandavas, the five boys and Ngayoni, the son women who are five in number.6. 
Madhangake, which is five children, four men one woman.7. 
Apil-appil, which is five children, four women one man.8. 
Bath Ucup-said, ie people who walk alone at the middle day, with no leaves on his ears 9. 
and no spells.
Lisim Lumaku, ie two people walking at noon, without decorated with leaves in his ears and 10. 
without incantations.

Furthermore the mother of Bathari Uma gave additional rations, the child “arrived sampir” ie 
the child who was born at the time there is a puppet show mask in the same village. Likewise 
the people who hinder the work of the Kala in search of its prey into the right of Kala to eat. 
Bathara Kala then down to the mayapada, Bathara the teacher instructed Bathara Panyarikan 
to follow the journey of Bathara Kala and record anyone who has fallen prey to the Kala.

Hearing the decision many of the gods who protested, because given to Bathara Kala too 
much, in terms of the number of people on earth sekmakin slightly so that the fear will be 
exhausted. Bathara Guru received the protest and told Sang Hyang Vishnu, Brahma and 
Narada to prevent the arbitrariness of Bathara Kala. All three gods are down to earth and each 
masquerade as a dalang, a gender player and a rider. Wisnu titled Dalang Kandabuwana, 
Brahma titled Pengender Nyi Saruni and Narada titled Kalunglungan.

Events occur in pursuit and produce “pepali” or restrictions that are still believed by the 
Javanese people:

Woe unto those who while cooking the rice overthrow “dandang” or rice cooker.1. 
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Solve “pipisan” and “break” gandhik “(grounding tool and stone grinder to refine traditional 2. 
medicine drinks.

Cut the bamboo and leave it open at both ends. 3. 

Set up a house building by allowing both sides of “close keyong” stay open.4. 

The restoration of the above mentioned “pepali” offense must be through a “ruwatan” ceremony 
as well.

Tandebutlah Dalang Kandabuwana with his entourage is being asked to imagine in the village 
of Mendang Tamtu in the house of Ki Buyut Wangkeng. Wayang Kulit show was held as nular 
for her daughter Rara Primpen willing to serve her husband Ki Buyut Geduwal. Both are a pair 
of ham brides but who never want to go to bed.

In the middle of the crowd Jatusmati shouted disguised as a tapper, one of the instruments of 
the gamelan Bathara Kala. who pursued her lost track. In the middle of the crowd Jatusmati 
shouted disguised as a tapper, one of the instruments of the gamelan Bathara Kala. who 
pursued her lost track. But seeing the Wayang mask show is very interested in his heart. He 
was sitting under the tree of kerambil so since then people call the tree kerambil with the name 
“Kalapa”.

Because the funny Ki Dalang bring the story, many spectators who laugh laughing. Bathara 
Kala laughed too, but his laughter thundered like thunder, so people in fear and queen left the 
spectacle. The audience was exhausted, and Ki Dalang stopped his puppet play. Bathara Kala 
is very disappointed because the spectacle is very interesting for him. So he asked Ki Dalang 
to continue his request.

But Ki Dalang requested the terms, willing to continue the game of the origin of puppet get 
rewarded. The reward is not in the form of money or other property but sen.ata “limpung 
paesan” property of Sang Kala, because of the high desire to watch the Wayang Kulit, the 
weapon was given to Ki Dalang.

The game began at the end of Bathara Kala to feel sleepy, and when yawning her mouth 
yawned wide. At that time Ki Dalang threw two eggs into the mouth of Sang Kala. Bathara 
Kala was so shocked that she lost her sleep, but she saw beyond the sky ‘start to light. So 
he left the Wayang mask show. Not to mention far he stepped, suddenly kissed the smell of a 
newborn baby. He looked around, and he saw the red baby being bathed. Artificial baby, at the 
same time he saw Jatusmati coming out of the puppet show, then he was also jatusmati. But 
when they want to eat the two victims must first be injured with weapons “limpung paesan”. 
He requested the weapon again from Ki Dalang, who was only willing to hand it over if the two 
victims were released and handed over to Ki Dalang.

Bathara Kala was forced to fulfill the request, and thus Ki Dalang Kandabuwana has freed 
two “sukerta” children, from the grip of Bathara Kala. He now reads a variety of magical magic 
spells to weaken the power of Bathara Kala until finally Bathara Kala with all his followers 
in the form of Scorpions, Kalabang, Kala mentel, Kala tembalung and all other forms of evil 
manifestation can be expelled. This is the symbolism of all. evil influences that affect sukerta 
children are diruwat or affect the world of life around us. Based on the above story of course 
the puppeteer as an actor in the story provides the basis of the symbols that became the power 
over the ruwatan ritual murwakala.
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3. The Puppet Shadow Puppet Symbol

Related to interpret the puppeteer in the context of ruwatan puppet mask has been poured 
in the symbols through the story of the story of murwakala play. The events in the story have 
been reflected in Tengger society. The existence of the puppeteer in ruwatan murwakala is 
the link between man and the great universe (macro-kosmos). The wayang performances 
mask is a means used as a process of prayer of hope will be avoided various sukerta that 
befell human and society self. The figure of the puppeteer is a symbolic representation of a 
single spiritual power which is part of manunggaling kusul gusti that is the union of the dalang 
to God Almighty. The puppeteer and puppet mask symbolizes the relationship of kawula and 
gusti. The puppet show as a picture of human life (kawula) is determined or controlled by 
Ki Dalang (gusti). Because of this symbol as one cause of the position of the puppeteer in 
the midst of community community is highly respected and respected. Quote tembang java 
macapat associated with the puppeteer in the relationship of gusti kawula exist in tembang 
dhangdanggula:

Endi rampung dhalang dan  ringgit,
Myang rampung ing Gusti lan Kawula,
Endi dhalang dan ringgite,
Endi dasih dan ulun,
Lawan endi kawula Gusti,
Lan endi engkang wayang, 
Ing wayang puniku,
Iku sira pangurukna,
Sajatine kang aran dhalang dan ringgit,
Gusti lawan kawula 

Berakhirnya dhalang dan wayang
Berhenti pula pada Tuhan dan manusia
Dimana dhalang dan wayang
Dimana rakyat dan raja
Seperti halnya manusia dan Tuhannya 
dan mana yang wayang
Wayang adalah
Semuanya dengarkan
Sejatinya yang dinamakan dhalang dan wayang
Tuhan dengan manusia (Zoetmulder dalam Sumarsono, 2016: 162).

The position of the puppeteer in the context of Tengger society is a person believed to have 
magical powers that are believed to deliver, heal and prosper the life of the people. In this 
case the figure of a dalang can be a role model for his followers. The form of dalang puppeteer 
mask symbol is divided into 4 things, among others: 1). Dalang as a torch, which is to provide 
enlightenment or counseling to the audience or the public will be good and bad things done by 
humans. 2) Dalang as a propagator; namely to provide counseling matters relating to the field 
of religion. 3). Dalang as a cultural preserve; ie the messenger of edipeni values   in wayang. 4). 
Dalang as the power of life; namely the mastermind as an intermediary with God Almighty.

C. CONCLUSIONS

Puppet puppet mask is an artist or artist who has advantages, skills and abilities are diverse. 
In accordance with the function of wayang as a ritual and religious ceremony, that is to worship 
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or respect the ancestral spirits, puppeteers are also seen as a link between humans and the 
great universe (macro-kosmos), between the community and the spiritual world. Therefore, the 
dalang has a place and a respectable position in the life of the community.
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